mechanical, electrical, and perfusional abnormalities each of which has been used to detect coronary artery disease. The use of transient regional asynergy as a marker for ischaemia evolved after it was found that coronary artery ligation in animals produced a localised abnormality of myocardial contraction.2 Subsequent experimental3 and clinical4 studies confirmed that regional asynergy after the induction of ischaemia tends to precede electrocardiographic changes. This suggests that wall motion analysis may yield a more sensitive end point than ST segment shift.
The natural history of diagnostic tests is plagued by initial Remaining issues Use of unrepresentative populations for test validation commonly leads to overestimation of the test's diagnostic accuracy. However, though inclusion of patients with non-atherosclerotic cardiac disorders usually decreases specificity, these cases are likely to be detected on baseline imaging, an important advantage of echocardiography. Another source of bias arises when only patients with positive studies are referred for coronary angiography, so increasing sensitivity and markedly decreasing specificity. The calculation of normalcy rates, using subjects unlikely to have coronary atheroma, addresses this problem.22 The pretest likelihood of coronary artery disease in patients with symptoms may be estimated by probability analysis based on age, sex, and symptoms.37 When applied to stress echocardiography, the possibility that "probability analysis bias" may prejudice image interpretation is heightened by its subjective nature. Further improvements in image quality combined with progress in image enhancement techniques and automatic edge detection may make more objective, quantitative analysis of stress echocardiograms a practical proposition, though real problems are likely to remain. '8 Worsening regional asynergy with stress, like ST segment shift on an abnormal baseline, may be an unreliable marker for ischaemia.'9 The frequency with which nondiagnostic exercise electrocardiograms are associated with equivocal stress echocardiograms warrants further study.5 It is also possible that reductions in afterload with vasodilator stress may serve to mask new wall motion abnormalities. The extent to which traction from neighbouring healthy segments and regional unloading limit the ability of dobutamine echocardiography to identify viable myocardium after thrombolytic treatment for myocardial infarction also remains unclear. 40 Finally, determination of the diagnostic accuracy of stress echocardiography by reference to an arbitrary angiographic definition of the severity of coronary stenosis is inadequate because this is not a physiological reference standard.4' The sensitivity and specificity of this test for detection of functionally significant single-vessel singlelesion coronary artery disease has still to be established.42
In conclusion, stress echocardiography is a useful adjunct for evaluation of coronary artery disease but it involves the purchase of new equipment and requires well trained personnel with enough time to perform the tests. Though further studies, including multicentre trials, are needed to clarify the remaining issues, the technique is now sufficiently validated to introduce into routine practice and should be more widely used. Its use to complement or replace exercise electrocardiography in selected patients, particularly for centres without easy access to nuclear imaging, should fall within the spectrum of facilities and expertise attainable in most hospitals.
